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When an object moves smoothly across a field of view, the identify of the object is unchanged,
but the activation pattern of the photoreceptors on the retina changes drastically. One of the major
computational roles of our visual system is to manage selectivity for different objects and tolerance
to such identity-preserving transformations as translations or rotations. This study demonstrates
that a hierarchical neural network, whose synaptic connectivities are learned competitively with
Hebbian plasticity operating within a local spatiotemporal pooling range, is capable of gradually
achieving feature selectivity and transformation tolerance, so that the top level neurons carry higher
mutual information about object categories than a single-level neural network. Furthermore, when
genetic algorithm is applied to search for a network architecture that maximizes transformation-
invariant object recognition performance, in conjunction with the associative learning algorithm, it
is found that deep networks outperform shallower ones.
INTRODUCTION
Object recognition can be considered as a task of de-
termining whether a set of conditions that make up an
“object-ness” is satisfied or not. From the lock-and-key
mechanism of molecular receptors, to a computer algo-
rithm for face identification, recognition process involves:
selecting useful features, learning and memorizing the
presence or absence of those features in different object
categories, and then classifying an object in question. All
recognition systems are also subject to energy, time, and
other practical constraints through which their effective-
ness and robustness (e.g., quickly and correctly identify-
ing a prey or a predator) are tested.
It is widely acknowledged that the primate visual cor-
tex is a highly efficient recognition system, whose gen-
eral level of performance is not yet surpassed by engi-
neered systems, as we have not yet “solved” the recog-
nition problem [1]. Object recognition is a computation-
ally difficult task, because it requires for the recognition
system to be simultaneously selective for the differences
between objects and tolerant to the changes when the
same object undergoes different transformations. For
example, two different sets of photoreceptors on retina
would be activated when the same face appears on the
left and the right sides of the visual field, while an over-
lapping set of photoreceptors are activated when differ-
ent faces appear on the same side of the visual field.
Hence, the visual cortex is charged with producing the
same output even when the inputs are very different, as
in the former case (i.e., tolerance). At the same time,
it must generate different outputs even when the inputs
are similar, as in the latter case (i.e., selectivity). A sim-
ilar mathematical operation would be modulo function,
where mod2(2) = mod2(4) 6= mod2(3), even though 2 is
closer to 3 than to 4.
As demonstrated by a number of biologically-plausible
models of visual object recognition [2–5], a hierarchi-
cal processing is one possible computational strategy to
satisfy these two requirements for selectivity and toler-
ance. In these models, the neural population at the upper
level becomes more tolerant to object transformations, by
combining the responses from less tolerant neural popu-
lation at the lower levels. At the same time, the neural
population becomes selective for different visual features
by competitively learning to transmit as much informa-
tion as possible about various stimuli [6–9].
Hebbian plasticity, which postulates that correlated
activities facilitate the strengthening of neural connec-
tivity [10, 11], is a plausible learning mechanism for se-
lectivity and tolerance. As all objects in the world fol-
low the laws of physics, there are predictable structure
and inherent coherence in their appearances, which can
be exploited by the Hebbian, associative plasticity to ac-
quire neural response properties that are useful for object
recognition [6, 8, 12]. Transformation tolerance can be
achieved by learning temporal correlations, as an object
tends to undergo its transformations smoothly in time
[9, 13, 14].
Neuroanatomy and physiological studies of the primate
cortex suggest that the visual information is processed
hierarchically, so that the receptive fields of the visual
neurons in the higher cortical areas are larger, their tun-
ing properties are more complex, and their responses are
more tolerant to translation, rotation, and scaling of a
stimulus [1]. A potential rationale for such a cortical
organization is that constructing a highly selective yet
simultaneously tolerant feature detector is computation-
ally difficult, because a highly specific description for an
object (e.g., a person with a red jacket) would not be ef-
fective in identifying the same object under different cir-
cumstances (e.g., the same person with a blue jacket). It
has been observed that there is indeed a trade-off between
selectivity and tolerance properties [15, 16], and the hier-
archical organization seems to be a strategy employed by
the neural systems to deal with such an inherent trade-
off. Although the trade-off of selectivity and tolerance is
2inevitable for a given level in the hierarchy, it is possible
to gradually increase the capacity for generalization after
several stages of neural computations.
This study corroborates these intuitive ideas, and
demonstrates that unsupervised learning of selectivity
and tolerance can be performed with a canonical algo-
rithm, where the same plasticity rule is applied repeat-
edly within a hierarchy. Other recent “deep-learning”
approaches [3, 5, 17–19] have also explored similar one-
algorithm principle for configuring a recognition system,
which is a theoretically attractive hypothesis for its sim-
plicity and an evolutionarily practical solution for build-
ing a robust recognition system. Contribution of this
study is in the integration of spatial and temporal learn-
ing, where temporal correlations in the stimuli endow
transformation tolerance [9, 13, 14, 20] and spatial cor-
relations endow selectivity to diverse visual features.
ALGORITHM
There are three major components in the learning algo-
rithm: Hebbian plasticity, competition, and hierarchical
architecture. The schematic diagram of the underlying
neural network model is shown in Fig. 1.
1. The Hebbian rule takes advantage of the consis-
tency and persistency of object features in space
and time. A synaptic connection is created, if a
presynaptic neuron and a postsynaptic neuron are
co-active within a predetermined spatial or tempo-
ral afferent pooling ranges.
2. Competition allows for the neural network to ac-
quire diverse response properties. During the learn-
ing process, a single neuron among a set of neurons
with the same afferent pooling range is selected
to undergo Hebbian plasticity. The other neurons
are suppressed, until a different neuron is selected.
The competition is based on the afferent activities.
As a result, different neurons learn to specialize in
representing diverse patterns of afferent activities.
Once the learning phase is complete, competition
is turned off.
3. Above two algorithmic elements are embedded hi-
erarchically, so that Hebbian learning of selectivity
and tolerance starts at the lowest level and builds
up sequentially and gradually to the higher levels.
In the implementation of the algorithm, binary neural
responses were considered. The activity of a postsynaptic
neuron yi is determined by a simple thresholding opera-
tion after summing its afferent activities xj , which mim-
ics the firing of an action potential when the cumulative
influence of the presynaptic input brings the membrane
FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the hierarchical neural network
model. Each postsynaptic neuron has a limited spatial and
temporal pooling range of presynaptic neurons. There is a
competition among the neurons with the same pooling range,
and the winning neuron forms the synapses with the active
presynaptic neurons within the pooling range. Inactive neu-
rons are depicted with gray circles, and active ones are black.
The same rule of synaptic plasticity operates throughout all
the levels in the hierarchy, so that the neurons in the up-
per levels have larger and more complex receptive fields with
a bigger range of tolerance to object transformations. Only
two levels (n and n+ 1) are shown here.
potential above a spiking threshold.
yi =


1, if
∑
j
wijxj > θ
0, otherwise.
(1)
The threshold θ determines the sparsity of response [7],
and in this study, it was fixed at a constant value of 0.3. A
more sophisticated model of neural activity could involve
3a microcircuit with divisive normalization for gaussian-
like selectivity and maximum-like invariance operations
[5].
Synaptic weights were also binary, so that a pair of
presynaptic and postsynaptic neurons could be either
connected or not. The synapses are initialized randomly.
During the learning phase, a synapse is created between a
presynaptic neuron xj and a winning postsynaptic neu-
ron yi. The winning neuron is chosen as the one with
the largest presynaptic activity among a pool of neurons
having the same spatial and temporal receptive field or
belonging to the same cortical column [18, 21, 22], even
if its input has reached the threshold θ. When there are
multiple neurons with the same presynaptic activity, one
is randomly chosen. For a winning yi,
wij =
{
1, if xj = 1,where j ∈ P
0, otherwise.
(2)
The pooling range, P , is a local spatiotemporal window
from which presynaptic responses can be pooled. Such
local pooling is crucial for gradually building up selectiv-
ity and tolerance, as well as for creating a well-connected
network with minimal amount of wiring. Local temporal
pooling is consistent with the idea of trace learning [9, 13]
and spike-timing-dependent plasticity (STDP) [11, 23].
Two different types of pooling ranges are implemented
as shown in Table . One type has a spatially large, tem-
porally short range, so that the postsynaptic neurons de-
velop representation for different spatial features. The
other type has a spatially small, temporally long range,
so that the temporal sequence of an object transforma-
tion is learned. These two types are interleaved hierar-
chically, so that the neural population at the lowest level
learns spatially, and the next level, temporally, and the
next level, spatially, and so forth, in a similar fashion as
the alternating layers of simple and complex cells in the
feedforward, hierarchical models of visual cortex [2, 4, 5].
Another important implementation detail is a mecha-
nism to mark the beginning of each learning cycle, when
a new round of competition begins. The onset of an eye
movement or phases of various brain waves may serve
this role of resetting the learning cycle, while each eye
fixation, lasting a few hundred milliseconds on average,
is long enough to capture an object going through a short
sequence of motion or other transformations.
RESULTS
Learning from simple stimuli
The basic operation of the learning algorithm is
demonstrated with images of two toy “objects,” where
each object is composed of a specific, co-occurring pair
of simpler shape elements, namely line segments of four
Simulation parameters
Level Pooling Range Number of Neurons
0 - 36 × 36 × 1
1 6 × 6 × 1 16 × 16 × 8
2 2 × 2 × 4 8 × 8 × 4
3 6 × 6 × 1 2 × 2 × 8
4 2 × 2 × 4 1 × 1 × 8
TABLE I. The zeroth level is for the stimulus image, whose
dimension is 36×36 pixels. 2500 (500 exemplars at 5 differ-
ent positions) images were used for learning, and 1000 (200
new exemplars) images were used for calculating the mutual
information in Fig. 3. The pooling parameters are listed as
horizontal × vertical × temporal ranges. The number of neu-
rons in each level is determined by the original stimulus size,
pooling range, and the degree of overlap between the neigh-
boring pooling ranges. The last number indicates the number
of neurons having the same pooling range.
different orientations. The first object was composed of
“—” and “\”, and the second, “|” and “/”. Each shape
element appeared at non-overlapping random positions,
and was translated smoothly in random directions, as
shown in Fig. 2(a). As a simplistic analogy, consider two
different people: one of them always wearing a blue hat
and a green shirt, and the other wearing orange pants
and red shoes. A visual recognition system could learn
to distinguish these two people by forming a represen-
tation about the four different clothing items and their
combinations.
When the hierarchical neural network with the pro-
posed learning algorithm is presented with multiple ex-
emplars of these two objects, the lowest level neurons,
having the smallest receptive fields, learn the fragments
of the four shape elements, as shown in Fig. 2(b). Since
these shape elements appear at different positions, the
neurons in the next level pool temporally and develop
synaptic connectivity with the presynaptic neurons that
have the same orientation selectivity at different posi-
tions, therefore acquiring tolerance to translation, as
shown in Fig. 2(c). This is the same two-level feedforward
model of simple and complex cells in the primary visual
cortex, constructed through Hebbian plasticity [24]. The
neurons in the upper levels with larger receptive fields
learn to associate the co-occurring shape elements and
form a representation for the two objects, as shown in
Fig. 2(d). Such connectivity is also consistent with the
bimodal orientation tuning of the intermediate cortical
areas, such as V2 and V4 [25–28]. Furthermore, associa-
tive object representation between two subsequent pri-
mate temporal areas may arise from the same hierarchi-
cal learning [29].
The trend of gradual and systematic increase in selec-
tivity and tolerance can also be analyzed with mutual
information between neural response r and stimulus s,
I(r, s), which captures the amount of uncertainty about
4(a) Sample stimuli
(b) Synaptic connectivity of 8 neurons from level 1
(c) Synaptic connectivity of 2 neurons from level 2
(d) Synaptic connectivity of 2 neurons from level 3
FIG. 2. The spatiotemporal Hebbian learning achieves selec-
tive and invariant representation. (a) Ten frames of sample
stimulus images. The first five frames show the first object,
composed of a specific, co-occurring pair of oriented lines,
and the next five frames show the second object. Both ob-
jects undergo smooth translations. Each pixel can be con-
sidered as the activity of the photoreceptors on the retina.
(b) Each panel corresponds to the learned connectivity with
the photoreceptors for each neuron in level 1. Hence, each
neuron becomes active when the stimulus matches the pat-
tern of synaptic connectivity. (c) The first sample neuron
connects with four presynaptic neurons with the same orien-
tation selectivity at different positions. The second sample
neuron connects with five presynaptic neurons. These two
neurons in level 2 are orientation-selective and translation-
tolerant. (d) The first sample neuron pools from the neurons
in level 2, which in turn pool from 39 neurons in level 1 over-
all. This neuron shows the selectivity for one of the objects
(i.e., a combination of “—” and “\”) and has a large recep-
tive field. The second sample neuron is selective for the other
object. The neurons in the next level (not shown) pool from
even more presynaptic neuron, while maintaining consistent
object selectivity.
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FIG. 3. Mutual information between neural response and
stimuli. After synaptic connectivities have been learned from
a set of training images, response to a new set images was
used to evaluate mutual information. The dotted horizontal
line indicates the mutual information of a single-level neural
network model, learned with linear regression.
s removed by knowing r [20].
I(r, s) =
∑
r,s
P (r, s) log
2
P (r, s)
P (r)P (s)
. (3)
Since individual shape elements could appear at various
positions, the response of the neurons in the lower lev-
els, which are not yet tolerant to translation nor selec-
tive for the specific combinations of line segments, would
yield low information, while the response of the neurons
in the higher levels would yield larger information about
the stimulus category. For example, if the response of
a neuron is r = {0, 0, 1, 1}, when two exemplars of one
object O1 is shown, followed by two exemplars of differ-
ent object O2 (i.e., s = {O1, O1, O2, O2}), the mutual
information is 1 bit, since an umambiguous object recog-
nition can be performed with the neural response r. If
the neural responses to the same sequence of stimuli were
r = {1, 0, 1, 0}, the mutual information between the stim-
uli and the response would be zero.
As shown in Fig. 3 and as expected from Fig. 2, the
responses of the neural population in the higher levels
on average carry more information about the objects. A
similar trend is found when object classification perfor-
mance was compared, using the neural responses from a
higher (e.g., inferotemporal cortex) and lower (e.g., V4)
visual cortical areas [30].
The most important advantage of such a hierarchical
construction of selectivity and tolerance is its general-
ization capacity. When a single-level neural network is
constructed with linear regression and a threshold opera-
tion using the same training images as before, its mutual
information to the same test images is lower than the
average mutual information of the hierarchical model, as
shown in Fig. 3, even when the weights of the single-
level model were allowed to be non-binary real values.
5The threshold was chosen so that the probability of re-
sponse was equal to the average response probability of
the top level neurons in the hierarchical model, which was
about 0.01. In other words, a sparsity-matched, single-
level neural network carries less information than a multi-
level neural network, because the inputs are nonlinearly
transformed.
Learning from natural images and optimizing the
architecture with genetic algorithm
Going beyond learning from simple stimuli, a set of
gray-scale natural images, collected from the internet,
have been applied to the proposed learning algorithm.
Each image was presented over several time steps dur-
ing which it was translated along a randomly chosen di-
rection, simulating a temporally coherent motion. Af-
ter learning from 250 images, object recognition perfor-
mance of the learned neural network was measured with
the NIST database of handwritten digits. For biolog-
ical plausibility and simplicity, classification was based
on the nearest neighbor scheme of how close the popula-
tion response vector from the top level was to the average
vectors of 10 different categories (digits 0, 1, ..., 9).
The nearest neighbor classifier was trained on 500 im-
ages of centered handwritten digits, and the classifica-
tion performance was measured with 100 test images that
were different from the training images and translated by
3 pixels (corresponding to approximately 10 percent of
the dimension of the digits, whose sizes were 28x28 pix-
els) from the center. Then, a genetic algorithm [31] was
used to search for an optimal network architecture, using
the test performance as a fitness function. This approach
was motivated by the idea that the global network archi-
tecture may be optimized over a longer, evoluationary
time scale, while local features are learned over a shorter
time scale through visual experiences. For example, the
degree of expression of neural growth factors could de-
termine the size of dentdritic arbor [32] and spatiotem-
poral pooling ranges, which would dtermine the number
of hierarchical layers necessary to cover a desired field of
view. Furthermore, the recognition performance on the
tranformed test images would be a more relevant fitness
function for the goal of building a selective and invariant
visual system.
In this particular implementation of genetic algorithm,
six parameters in the proposed learning algorithm, have
been expressed as a set of binary numbers, which would
go through crossover and point mutations. At each gener-
ation, two most fittest members wereee mated to produce
8 offsprings. The six parameters that were explored were:
spatial and temporal pooling ranges plus the number of
neurons in a competition pool for two adjacent layers.
In other words, six fixed parameters in Table (namely
6 and 1 for the pooling range and 8 for the number of
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FIG. 4. Genetic algorithm for optimizing the network archi-
tecture. (a) The fitness of neural networks, as defined by their
classification performance on translated hand-written digit
images (chance = 0.1), increases over generations. The ge-
netic algorithm finds that deeper networks on average perform
better than the shallower ones, as shown by the histograms
of the bottom (b) and the top (c) 100 networks. Optimized
parameters were the spatial and temporal pooling ranges, as
well as the number of neurons that share the same receptive
field.
6neurons in odd levels and 2, 4, and 4 in even levels) are
now allowed to vary at each generation of the genetic
algorithm. Fig. 4 shows that on average the neural net-
works in the later generations perform bettern than their
ancestors. More importantly, when the number of hier-
arhical layers in the neural networks are compared, it is
found that deeper networks outperform shallower ones in
recognizing translated objects.
DISCUSSION
This study has demonstrated that the proposed algo-
rithm is capable of learning selectivity and tolerance by
associating spatially or temporally co-occurring features.
It follows the idea that the visual system takes advan-
tage of the physical coherence of objects in the world
[9, 13, 14, 20] and the hierarchical, local pooling is an
important architectural principle of the neural system
[1, 5]. As a proof of concept, this study has explored
simple toy stimuli only, so testing the scalability of the
algorithm with natural images to various transformation
sequences [19, 20], as well as investigating the applica-
bility of the same canonical algorithm in other sensory
modalities [33], will be important.
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